Information Sheet for
Events and Christmas Markets
The 2020/21 winter season presents us all with very particular challenges. Together we are doing
everything possible to nevertheless make this winter into a success and to enable our guests to have
a safe and relaxing winter holiday.

AUSTRIANWIDE MEASURES
The following measures have been implemented by the Austrian Federal Government, based on the current statutory regulations:
A minimum distance of 1 metre between people who don’t
live together in the same household
Mandatory face coverings
There are additional requirements for events, depending
on their size and type. In particular, these include
restrictions as to the number of people
Prevention/hygiene plan, which includes appointment of a
Covid representative, as well as:
» Risk analyses
» Regulation of the number of visitors

» Management of the flow of visitors
» Staggering measures
» Security and hygiene measures for operators, providers and
employees
» Security and hygiene measures for visitors
» Regulations for face coverings
» Ensuring catering stands have enough room for safe
consumption of food and drink
» Communication

COVID-BOARD SALZBURGERLAND RECOMMENDATIONS

For optimal preparation for the coming winter, in addition to putting the above-named safeguards in place, the Covid-Board SalzburgerLand also recommends implementing the following measures:
Events
No ski-opening events during and after the winter season
No Krampus runs
New Years’ fireworks should take place in locations without an event character (there should be no bars or serving of food and drink etc)
Christmas markets can take place on the condition that there is a prevention and hygiene plan in place
Current event guidelines apply for both indoor and outdoor events
More information on prevention plans and current event guidelines can be found at www.sichere-gastfreundschaft.at (German only)
Hotel and gastronomy
(New Year) galas and other evening events must take place without dancing and music – the focus should be on the gastronomy
Covid representative
The Austrian Red Cross is offering training for Covid representatives. Information can be found here (German only)
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